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INT. A HOSPITAL ROOM - EARLY MORNING 

ERIN, a hyper-anxious young woman hospitalized for 
depression, sits in her hospital bed, watching television and 
eating Jello. On the television we hear a fanatically angry 
voice: 

TV 
... and if you ask me, the president 
had the right idea. We can't just sit 
around while all of these... 

We only hear a few worlds on the matter before it becomes 
white noise shrouded mumbles as Erin tunes it out. 

Erin finishes her snack as the door opens. In walks JOY, 
Erin's older sister and closest friend, bringing flowers and 
a balloon reading, "Get better, already!", in a playful font. 

JOY 
Sorry I'm late. Mom is still outside 
arguing with the lady downstairs 
about... something. I'm not sure. 

ERIN 
The ushe 

Joy laughs and hands the flowers to Erin, who smells them and 
lays them on her lap. Joy ties the balloon on a bar of the 
bed while: 

JOY 
Yep. So. How goes it? 

ERIN 
(looks around the room and 
gestures to her gown and the bed) 

uhh... 

The two giggle for a moment. Erin begins to space out, while 
Joy remains highly intent. Meanwhile, we hear the voice from 
the TV clearly again. 

TV 
... He's a menace. He doesn't have his 
people's best interest at heart, let 
alone anyone here in the U.S. ... 

The TV goes back to background noise as Joy snaps her fingers 
to bring Erin back to earth. 
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JOY 
Erin? 

ERIN 
(snapping out of it) 

hmm? 

JOY 
Need anything? 

ERIN 
Got any... weed? 

JOY 
um, well-- 

ERIN 
(interrupting) 

Or booze or... 

JOY 
(overlapping) 

Erin-- 

ERIN 
(overlapping) 

... a plane ticket to-- 

JOY 
(overlapping) 

Erin please-- 

ERIN 
Ooh! The Netherlands, that would be 
perfect. 

Joy is silent for a moment, she adjusts uncomfortably in her 
chair. We hear the television for a brief moment, still 
ranting. 

TV 
... Oh, please. We all know what he's 
capable of. If you ask me, this is a 
textbook "do-or-die" moment for us. 
While we still have a President tough 
enough to... 

JOY 
(referring to the T.V.) 

Why watch this? Of all things. 
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ERIN 
I didn't choose it. My nurse likes it. 
She talks my ear off about it. 

JOY 
Seriously? I really don't think you 
need that. 

ERIN 
Wanna help me escape? That'd take care 
of-- 

JOY 
Erin, please don't be like that. 

ERIN 
I don't feel good, Joy. 

JOY 
I know, hun. That's why you're here. 

ERIN 
No, I mean... I've got a bad feeling. 

JOY 
About what? 

Erin looks around avoidantly, rubs her wrist. 

TV 
... and Americans have to make the 
choice to keep our country safe from 
these people... 

JOY 
What's going on? 

ERIN 
(shrugging) 

I can't really... I don't know. I 
can't put my finger on it. You know 
those feelings you get that something 
is just gonna go wrong? I can't shake 
it. 

JOY 
(a little puzzled) 

Do we need to tell the doctor? 
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ERIN 
(incredulously) 

What? No. This isn't about me, Joy. 

In the breaks between speaking, we start hearing snippets of 
the television newscaster; we can only make out a few words 
at a time, but we can witness a high level of fear and anger. 

JOY 
Then what do you expect me to-- 

The argument is interrupted by an emergency alert system 
alarm. The two sit stunned for a moment before Erin scrambles 
for the remote to turn the volume up. On the television we 
hear an electronically produced voice: 

ALERT MESSAGE 
This is an alert from the United 
States Emergency Alert system. Today, 
October 14th, 2019, at roughly 2:30 
PM, two nuclear missiles were launched 
from a military base in Russia. They 
are expected to make contact in the 
Washington DC area by 3:00 PM. Any 
citizens in the area are ordered to 
find shelter to the best of their 
ability. The United States-- 

The power in the hospital is cut, and Erin and Joy are left 
in a dark room, lit only by red lights run by emergency 
generators. Erin sits in bed, stunned and unresponsive. 

We begin to hear the swell of panic begin in the hospital, as 
Joy struggles to get Erin on her feet. 

JOY 
Erin? ERIN, you need to get up. 

Erin slowly starts to rise, but goes limp, almost falling. 
Joy barely keeps her from hitting the floor, and desperately 
drags her out the door as: 

JOY 
Erin, please walk. We need to find 
mom. She's gotta be-- 

Joy's voice fades away as she gets further from the room. We 
are left with sounds of struggle and panic from nearby rooms. 

                                                          END 


